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Summary

We present our talk at the round table discussion at the Hypercomplex Seminar 2016

(Bȩdlewo, Poland). The note describes an inspiration related with elementary models of

unbounded Jacobi martices with with a few bounded gaps.
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The main result of the paper under discussion [1] is a constructive example of

an unbounded Jacobi operator J acting in the space l20(N) of sequences with a finite

number of nonzero terms, such that J admits a unique self-adjoint extension in l2(N)

and its essential spectrum σess(J) has an arbitrary finite number of gaps. Moreover,

the authors constructed such an example in a very special class of Jacobi operators,

which are compact perturbations of operators given by block matrices with increas-

ing sizes of the blocks such that the entries of these matrices satisfy some periodicity

condition. This is a remarkable and important feature of this construction because

such Jacobi operators are of theoretical and applied interest and their block matri-

ces generating the essential spectrum are defined actually only by a finite number

of parameters, which make the construction transparent as well as nontrivial (the

authors notice that in the class of arbitrary Jacobi operators, for any closed set X

in R, one can trivially construct an unbounded operator whose essential spectrum

coincides with X).

I think that it makes sense to look at this result from the point of view of approx-

imation theory. I mean the following problem posed by Stechkin [2], which is popular

among mathematicians from the former Soviet Union [3]. Let A be an unbounded
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linear operator in a Banach space H with domain of definition D(A) ⊂ H and let

K ⊂ D(A). For N > 0 denote by L(N) the set of all bounded linear operators

B : H → H with ‖B‖ ≤ N , where ‖B‖ := supx∈H\{0} ‖Bx‖H/‖x‖H , and define

EN (A,K) := inf
B∈L(N)

sup
x∈K
‖Ax−Bx‖H .

The problem is to investigate the behaviour of the value EN (A,K) as N →∞. It is

clear that this problem makes sense if EN (A,K) is finite for some N > 0. Stechkin

established some general results concerning the estimation of EN (A,K) and found

the values EN (A,K) for the case in which A is the differentiation operator on I,

where I is the real axis or the positive semiaxis, H is the space of all bounded

real-valued continuous functions on I with uniform norm, and K is the class of all

functions differentiable r − 1 times on I whose derivatives of order r − 1 satisfy the

Lipschitz condition with constant 1 on I, r = 2, 3, . . .. In particular, it follows from

Stechkin’s results that in this case EN (A,K)→ 0 as N →∞, i.e., the differentiation

operator on I is approximated by bounded linear operators.

Recently, Babenko and Bilichenko [4] considered the problem on the approxi-

mation of an unbounded self-adjoint operator A in a Hilbert space H by bounded

operators on the set Kr = {x ∈ D(Ar) : ‖Arx‖H ≤ 1}, where r ∈ {2, 3, . . .}. They

proved, among other things, that

EN (A,Kr) ≤ 1

Nr−1r

(
1− 1

r

)r−1

,

and this estimation is sharp if

(Es − Et)D(A2r) 6= {0}, ∀s, t : 0 ≤ s < t ≤ +∞,

where {Et : −∞ ≤ t ≤ +∞} is the partition of unit from the spectral theorem

for the operator A. It is not difficult to see that the last condition fails for the

Jacobi operator A = J constructed in [1] (H = l2(N)) whence the question on the

behaviour of the value EN (J,Kr) as N →∞ is arising. In particular, is it true that

EN (J,Kr) = o(N1−r) as N → ∞? Babenko and Bilichenko also found extremal

approximating operators realizing EN (A,Kr) which are not Jacobi operators in the

case H = l2(N) and A = J . Hence it is natural to modify the definition of EN (J,Kr)

by taking into consideration only approximations of J by bounded Jacobi operators

whose norms do not exceed N .
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INSPIRACJA BADAWCZA WYNIKAJA̧CA Z NIEDAWNEJ PRACY

A. BOUTET DE MONVEL, J. JANASA I A. NABOKO

S t r e s z c z e n i e
Niniejsza nota opisuje inspiracjȩ badawcza̧ zwia̧zana̧ z elementarnymi modelami

nieograniczonych macierzy Jacobiego z nielicznymi ograniczonymi lukami.
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